Installation Manual
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Vixagon VMT

EN

MATERIAL NEEDED
Included

Vixagon
700x607x20mm (x12/ box)

Vixagon Mini

700x607x40mm (x6/box)

355x305x20mm (x36+36/box)

Not Included

Level

Flexi Glue Ultra

Measuring Tape

Velcro Male

Available formats

700x607x20mm
700x607x40mm

355x305x20mm

Apply Flexi Glue Ultra on the back
of the acoustic panel, near
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Place the panel on the suitably
chose position on the wall. Once

the edges. Do not wait longer than

in the desired place, press firmly

10 minutes after applying the glue

against the wall for 15 seconds.

to attach the panel to the wall.
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Velcro stripes

Measure the desired
distance between panels

!

To ensure that you maximise
the strength of the glue,

and apply the remaining

don’t make any adjustments

panels.

to the panel after bonding
Wall and ceilling surfaces should be examined
prior to installation, ensuring they are clean,
smooth, and dry. If you have unpainted gypsum
board surfaces, these should be primed with a
drywall primer (or another material manufactured
especially for the purpose), to equalize the
absorption between the gypsum board face
paper, joint compound, and skin coating
materials. You should then apply the paint, and
allow air circulation in order to dry the paint
within the time frame specified by the paint
manufacturer. Please ensure the paint is dry
before installing the acoustic panel. Make sure
the room has all the necessary conditions to
receive the acoustic panels. After you apply the
glue on the back of each acoustic panel, please
ensure you hold the acoustic panel against the
wall the required time (mentioned above), and
ensure it stays fixed in place. This method is also
applicable to ceiling installations.
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